
COEFFICIENT EXTREMAL PROBLEMS
FOR SCHLICHT FUNCTIONS

BY

J. T. POOLE(i)

I. Introduction. This pap r deals with extremal problems for the coefficients

in the power series expansions of regular and schlicht functions, starlike functions,

and the powers of these functions.

Definition 1.1. Let S denote the class of functions

f(z) = z + a2z2 + a3z3 + ■■■

which are regular and schlicht in the unit circle U = {z : | z | < 1}.

Let 2 denote the class of functions

f(z) = z + a0+-± + -i+-
z     z

which are regular and schlicht in the exterior of the unit circle V = {z: |z | > 1}

except for the simple pole at infinity.

Let S* denote the subclass of S of functions which are also starlike in U,

i.e., a function/e S is in S* if and only if

for all zeU.

Likewise, let S* denote the subclass of £ of functions which are also starlike

in F, i.e., a function/eï is in Z* if and only if

for all zeV.

S~l will be the class of functions

4>(w) = w + b2w2 4- b3w3 + •■•

which are inverse to functions in S.
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E 1 will be the class of functions

i(w) = w + ?0 + -+^+ •••
w     w2

which are inverse to functions in S.

Likewise, S*~1 and 2* "* will denote the inverse classes of S* and Z* respectively.

For the positive integer p let

Sp = {/peS:/p(z) = j^a^z^j

and let

£p =  {/pe2:/p(z)= £oa~_1+vpz-1+" j .

Finally, let 5* Z* S"1, E"1, S*"1 and S*"1 have the obvious meanings.

It was conjectured in 1916 by L. Bieberbach [1] that if feS then |a„| ^ n,

»«2,3,—, with equality only for f(z) = z/(l — Xz)2, \X\ = 1; he was able to

prove this for n = 2. In 1923, Karl Lowner [2] proved that | a31 — 3 and recently

[2], [3], [6] proofs have been given for n = 4, but the conjecture remains un-

verified in general. On the other hand, R. Nevanlinna [13] proved in 1921 that if

feS* then |a„| = n, n = 2,3,---.

Lowner also proved, in his 1923 paper mentioned above, that if <peS~l then

wí-H,-,)
Since the extremal function is the inverse of/(z) = z/(l — Xz)2, \X\ = 1, and

this is a starlike function, it follows that this is also a sharp inequality for the

coefficients of the power series expansion of (peS*-1.

Until recently there were no general results for the coefficient extremal problems

for functions fe S* and $eE*-1. Then in 1958 J. Clunie [4] proved that if

/el* then \ä„\ = 2/(n 4-1),  n = 1,2,—, with equality only if

/(z) = z(l4-Az-(,,+1))2/("+1>,      |A|-1.

In 1963 W. C. Royster [15] conjectured that if ^el*"1 then

W*t(£i)' -»a™-
with equality only for the inverse of/(z) = z(l + Xz~1)2, \ X | = 1, and E. Netanyahu

[12] has recently presented a proof of this for (pel,'1 and thus for (pel.*'1.

By using very simple methods we are able to prove in this paper that if $ e E*~1

then .   . „    .

while at the same time proving that if tpeS*'1 then •
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Furthermore, by applying the variational techniques of Schiffer [24] and

Schaeffer and Spencer [19], we will simultaneously prove these same inequalities

for E_1 and S"1 .

In §11 the basic method used in this paper for obtaining coefficient bounds will

be presented. §111 will be devoted to applying the results of §11 to the classes

S*'1 and E*-1 ; §IV will be devoted to the classes S_1and E_1.

It is hoped that this paper will help to unify and generalize the coefficient

extremal problems for functions in the classes S and E.

II. A coefficient matrix. In the introduction this paper was described as dealing

with certain coefficient extremal problems. Specifically, we wish to consider infinite

coefficient matrices the rows of which are the coefficients of the integral powers

of functions in 5 or S*. As far as possible we will find sharp bounds for the

coefficients in these matrices and use these results to find the extremal coefficients

of functions in the classes S~1(S*~1) and E_1(E*-1). In this section we will

indicate the method by which this is to be accomplished.

Definition 2.1. Let Qbe the class of functions / for which there is a p > 0

such that for | z| < p
00

f(z)= I avz\   ax*0.
v=l

Definition 2.2. For fed we define the coefficients al'\ — oo < t, v < co,

t and v integral, to be those such that for | z | < p', p' > 0,

GO

(1) f(z)'=   I   afz\
v= - CO

Thus/defines an infinite matrix F = [a(v°]and F represents the function/.

Note that a<° = 0 for v < t.

The following general results are due to Eri Jabotinsky [9].

Theorem 2.1 (Jabotinsky). LetfgeQ and consider k(z)=f(g(z)) which is

also in £1. Let F = [a^], G = [by], and K = [ep] be the matrices representing

f, g, and k respectively. Then K = F x G, i.e.,

00

p = — 00

Theorem 2.2 (Jabotinsky). IffeQand <t> is the inverse function off, then

(p e Q, and if

<Kw)'=   I   6ÍV,
v = — 00

then
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(2) fc^-yalT»,   v#0.

For v = 0, b^ is defined by

Consider any function fe S(S*) : this function defines a coefficient matrix

[a^],  — oo < t, v < oo, and by Theorem 2.2 if (p is the inverse off, then

GO      -i GO

t=r ' t=i

and, in fact, we see that

(4) [max      \bn\= —   max Ia(Ixn)I
<t> eS-'IS'"1)

Since it is known that

max
,,,      1 / 2fi \

lax      ft J = —
-'(S*-1) B \»-l/

we immediately have that

max \az.r\=(2n.)
/.sos»)1 '    \"-l/-

However, we do not wish to use (4) in this direction, but rather in the opposite

direction: if <p(w) = w + b2w2 H-eS~1(S*~1), then by (4) we have

|M*1(   max    |«<_7>|)
»      \   feS(S*) I

and we could thus obtain sharp bounds for I b„ I by finding

max  \az7pl.
f « S(S«)

This approach may be extended.

Theorem 2.3.

max |ai_1)|=   max  |â„|.
W) /sS(S*) /eI(£')

Proof. First we note that the nth coefficient of the expansion of/(z)_1 about

zero is the same as the nth coefficient of the expansion of/(l/z)_1 about infinity.

For every function /(z) e E there is a function f(z) e S such that

/(1/z)"1 = /(z),

so
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max   |a(~^| ^   max \a„\,
f ■ S(S*-> f e= !(!•)

and for every f(z) e S,   /(1/z)-1 e £, so that

max |a„_1)|:g   max |ô„|.
/ s S(S*) f e £(£*)

The theorem is thus proved for the schlicht case.

That starlikeness is preserved follows from

z/'(z)_ z[l//(l/z)]'  = (1/z)/'(1/z)

/(z) l//(l/z) /(1/z)       •

This theorem is a simple and obvious consequence of the fact that there is a

natural one-to-one mapping of 5(5*) onto 1.(1.*) given by n :f(z) =>/(l \z)~x =/(z).

Quite naturally the one-to-one correspondence between S(S*) and ¿2(1,*) implies

a one-to-one correspondence between S~1(S*~1) and E_1(E*_1).

Theorem 2.4. Let <f> be the inverse function off. Then </>(l/w)_1 = 4>(w) is the

inverse function o//(l/z)~   = f(z).

Proof. (¡) maps f(U) = D onto U and so 0 maps D = {w : 1 / w e D} onto V.

/(z)=/(1/z)"1 maps F onto 5 and «?(/(z)) = [^//(z))]"1 = [^(/(l/z))]"1

= (1/z)  * = z, i.e., 0 is indeed the inverse of/.

Corollary 2.1.

max     |i>B_1)| =      max     \b„\ .

Proof. By Theorem 2.4, for every (¡>(w) there is <p(w) such that (/>(1/ w)-1 = 0(w)

and since the coefficients in the power series expansions of </>(w)-1and</>(l/w)-1

are the same, we have

max     |fcn(_1)|^    max      \b„\.
^sS-HS'-i) î'eï-I(E'-I)

Also,for0(w)e5_1, ^(l/w)-^ E_1 so that

max     |£>n_1)| ̂         max     I5J.

If </>eS*-\ then </>(l/w)_1 eE*_1, and if $eE*_1, then the <£ for which

(?(w) = </.(l/w)-1isin5*-1.

Theorem 2.5.

max     \b„\  =— max   |ai_B)|,    n = l,2, •■•;
^sïE-^S»"1) n¡ ftsS(S*)

(6)
max     |50| =     max     I b(0 1)|.

ÍeI-'(í»-') ^eS-'IS«-')
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Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 2.1 in view of Theorem 2.2.

III. Coefficient problems for S* and Sp*. Let us agree henceforth that if

fe S(S*) then /(z)'= 1,^=ta'zt)zvand if we write a„() then this is the nth coefficient

oftherth power of some function feS(S*). Likewise if ipeS~1(S*~1), then

<p(z)' = Ï bfz\
v = l

and if we write bjf\ then this is the nth coefficient of the ith power of some func-

tion <j>eS~1(S*~1). Further we should agree that if we write ä„ or b„ then these

are the coefficients of the series development of fe~L(L*) or $eE-1(E*-1).

The first part of this section (i.e., III.A.) is devoted to the problem of bounding

| a*01, — oo < t, n < oo, when / is in S* ; we call the matrix of sharp bounds the

maximum coefficient matrix for S*. In III.B the generalizations (for Sp) of the

theorems stated and used in III.A are proved.

III.A. A partial maximum coefficient matrix for S*. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2

are special cases (for p = 1) of Theorems 3.7 and 3.8 of III.B.

Theorem 3.1. LetfeS*. Fort>0

« K2-ls|(?)

and this inequality is sharp.

If t = 1, then (7) becomes

1,2,

O (-2) (-3) -(-«-1) n + 1,

a well-known inequality.

Theorem 3.2. Let fe S*. For / > 0

l««-ls(?). n = l,2,--r + 1,

and this inequality is sharp.

In §11 we thoroughly discussed the correspondence between the coefficients of

the power series developments of <peS~1(S*~1) and $eE-1(E*-1) and the

coefficients of the series representations of the powers of the functions/e 5(5*).

The usefulness of this is now evident.

Theorem 3.3. If (peS*-1, then we have the sharp estimate
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Proof. By equation (4) and Theorem 3.2

\bn\z%±max\a<_r\-±(2n.).

Since (n2"J is a sharp bound for | a(~xn) |, (9) is sharp.

Theorem3.4. f/^eS*"1, then we have the sharp estimate

w*40- ■-•*-
|*o|S2.

Proof. By equation (6) and Theorem 3.2

|Sn|gimax|a<rn)| = 1(2"iy

To see that | ¿>0'| ̂ 2 we consider equation (3):

Z   bfz—1 = 1 z/'(z)
* /oo

-t(1+Ic4
where | cv | g 2. Hence | Oo_B)| ̂  2 for n > 0. In particular, by equation (6),

ISô|a  max  Ifc(0_1)|g2.

Since („2;,)is a sharp bound for |a}~B)| and 2 is a sharp bound for |&0_1)|

the inequalities (10) are sharp.

Remark 3.1. It should be noted here that we have proved more — that

| i>o-n)| = 2, n > 0,— while proving the last theorem.

We see in III.B that Theorem 3.2 is proved by a generalization of a method

due to Clunie [4].

In the next section we prove Theorem 3.2 for the class 5 and hence will have

Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 for 5-1 and E _1 but in order to accomplish this we will

have to use variational methods. Here, though, we have been able to obtain

these theorems for 5* by using relatively simple techniques. Theorem 3.3 has

also been proved by variational methods [18] as well as by Lowner [10] and

another proof of Theorem 3.4 exists (Netanyahu [12]), but here we have, very

likely, the simplest proofs of these theorems.

For the sake of completeness we include Clunie's result concerning E* [4].
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Theorem 3.5 (J. Clunie). If fe E*, then

[Februar>

KN -,   n = 0,l,2,---,
(11) '~"l=   n + 1

with equality for f(z) = z(l + zC+i>)2/(»+1) .

Figure 1 summarizes Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.5. If n> t then we can write (7) as

•"I* IP
so in Figure 1 we assume n > t and use this form of (7).

-t -10 1/

-1

-i

O
i
2

1

0

1

1

2     ••

(;-:)

n4-l

(?)-(á)(í)&)

Figure 1

Maximum Coefficient Matrix for S*

We now move on to investigate the region t < — 1, n > 1, of the maximum

coefficient matrix for 5*. In order to do this we will use Prawitz's [14] generaliza-

tion of the Area Theorem.

Theorem 3.6 (Prawitz). IffeS(S*) andt> 0, then

(12) Ey|ar>|*á* + (r-l)|a(--^r + - + |aL7)|í

In view of Theorem 3.2 we have the following corollaries to Theorem 3.6.

Corollary 3.1. IffeS* and t > 0, then

V    1   (-OF^'W
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Proof. The right-hand side of (12) is

í + (í-l)|a<j;$1|2-r--r|a<_7>|2

*<+«-'>(>- + (-)*

_t_I2tV

-Ä\t)  ■

Corollary 3.2. If fe 5* and t > 0, then

(.3) ¿vkts-k2;)2

and this inequality is sharp as (z/(l 4-z)2)-' shows. If equality holds, then

a„(_0=0 for n>t.

Proof. The inequality follows immediately from Corollary 3.1. For the function

(z/(l + z)2y' the sum

iwr-iW-ffi.
showing that (13) is sharp. Now it obviously follows from Corollary 3.1 that

if equality holds then a^-t) must be zero if n > t.

III.B. 5*.

Theorem 3.7. IffeS*, then for integral p > 0, f(zp)llp e S*, and for í > 0

we have the sharp inequality

¿tip)

t + np

where
(-*")

,   n = l,2,--.,

/(z0'/p = 2 aU'^t+yp.   ai'/p) = 1.

Proof. For/e5*

z[f(zp)1"']' _ zf(zp)llp-if'(z')z°-1

fW /(z")1/p

_P/'(2*)

f(zP)

and therefore, for zeU,

Re [W,P]'L Re(Z>IW)>0
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Hence/(z")1"^ S*.

Now we have

J. T. POOLE

i.IBgSL.XSS-rfrt-i+iv-.
v = lt f(zP)'/P f(zP)

where |cvp| z% 2, v = 1,2, •••, and since

f{zf*= f «,c&i*,*'F.   a<*">-l.
v = 0

we obtain

S (í + vp)«ft'í>a»+''«l(Í a«5>z«M(l + Z cvp
v = 0 \v=0 /  \ v = l

Comparing coefficients :

(np + t)a%ï\ = f[a&'?> + cp<-Pï)P+( + - + cnp]

or

For B = 1,

Assume

Then

npa%%\ = i[c,agff >1)p+< + - + c„p].

aw» I ._ 'Kl   < 2í_ |/'-2i/P|

«sa i = |("^/*)|.»-ia-.»-i.

iä i <:  — C|<4,+,| + - + 1]

(?-',')

(-»")

4--4-1
]

Thus, by induction we get the desired result.

This inequality is sharp :

Remark 3.2. For every integral p > 0 the function

/.(*)=» 2 a,p+1^+1eSÍ

may be expressed as

lp\~/ —   "vpH

v = 0
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fp(z) = /(z')1/P

for some/(z) I£=xavzyeS* and for every feS*, /(zp)1/pe5*. Thus when we

consider the extremal coefficient problem for functions fp(z) e 5p* we may deal

instead with functions f(zp)llp for feS*.

Corollary 3.3. IffpeS* and t > 0, then we have the sharp estimate

K^\{'2tnP)\'   n = i'2'-

Proof. This is just a restatement of Theorem 3.7 in view of Remark 3.2.

Theorem 3.8. Iffe 5*, then for I > 0, p > 0,

for all n such that p(n — 1) — t ^ 0, (cf. Theorem 3.2), and for t z% p

(c/. Theoreml.5), where f(zp)-tlp= 2v00=o«-T+/PpZ_'+vp, aÍ7'/p)= 1.

Proof. For feS*

1  z[/(zp)-,/p]'       z'/'(zp)

We define

Thus

/     f(zP)~'/p f(zp)

^.«Sb*    i

= g(zp).

g(zP)4-l        -,   vp
<oVBz".

z[f(z')-«*]' + tf(z')-'* =   |
co„„z

2[f(zP)-"P]' - tf(zP)-«P   ~   XlP'

and since/(zp)-'/p= Sv°°=0a(_^/ppz-t+vp, a(_7/p) = 1, we have

SiVpa<_7ip>pz-'+*p= (-2iz-' + J f-2l+vp)a<_7Ä>,z-»+") ( I «„*") .

Thus

f-2íz-'+ "îï(-2t + vp)aL7^z-'+''p) fïû),^')
Q4\ \ v = l /    \v = l /

Í; vpaL7/pvpz-,+v"+ ï cvz-'+*"
v=l v=n+l
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Now multiplying each side by its conjugate, integrating around | z | = r < 1

(noting that | w(zp) | < 1), letting r-*l, and then discarding E™=„ + 11 cv |2,

we obtain

n-l

I(
v=l v = l

(15) I  (vp)2\al-%?p\2£4t2+ S (-2í + vp)2|a™|2,

from which

(np)2|a(7#p|^4í2 + "Z(4í2-4ívp)|fl<_^>|2
v = l

(16)

= 4i[i+ï(/-vp)|a<_7Zpp|2].

If t :£ p, this gives

(np)2|a^p)p|2^4i2,

la™l   *£•    B = 1'2'-

For t > p we have

and assuming

laiT^I^2^),    v =l,.-,„-1,

where p(n — 1) — í z¿ 0, we have

(np)2| a^l2 ¿ 4#[* + Ï (« - vp)(2í^)2] = (Bp) (2í^)2.

Thus

|al7^|á(2^),   p(n-D-^0.

These inequalities are sharp as is shown by z~'(l + zp)2t/p and z~'(l + znP)2"nP.

Corollary 3.4. IffpeS* and t>0then we have the sharp estimate

a?) w-7iP\i(2t!p)

for all n such that p(n — 1) — t ^ 0, and for t z% p
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W-a^ú—,   n = l,2,..

Proof. This is just a restatement of Theorem 3.8 in view of Remark 3.2.

Figure 2 summarizes the results for 5*.

0

1

0

-1

-k

-P

1     0- -0
it*)

O
1     0-0

0-0
(-?)

1    o-O —       0-0
p

2

np

1     0-0
2/c

0-0     —
2k
np

1    0-0 o-o 1
n

1    0- » n
Figure 2

Maximum Coefficient Matrix for S*p

Theorem 3.8. If <ppeS*~1, <pp(w) = l^=0bvpJrXwvp+1, then

, ,1      /2(«p + l)/p\
l^-l^nTTTl n )'   "-1'2'-.

and i/ie inequality is sharp.

Proof. By (4) and (17)

\K,+Aú 1        max \ni-inp+i))
np ■+- 1   /eSp

1        /2(BP-M)/p\v.r, -,,p\

np + 1 \ n        /

The estimate is sharp since (17) is sharp.
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Remark 3.3. If /peE*, then there is /pe5* such that /p(z) =/p(l/z)_1

and for every fp e 5*, /p(l /z)~1 e E*. Hence there is a natural one-to-one relation

between 5* and E* and thus the equations (5) and (6) of § II are valid even when

we restrict out attention to 5* and E *.

Hence we have the following results.

Theorem 3.9. ///„el*, then we have the sharp estimate

\ä-1+Hp\£—,   n=l,2,-.

Proof. This follows from (5) and (18), and the fact that (18) is sharp.

Theorem 3.10. j/^eï*-1, <?» = l^0b_x+vpW-1+vp,

,, , 1      (2(np-\)lp\

and this inequality is sharp.

Proof. By (6) and (17) we have

£_1+„p S ^_max.|ar-"p)|
nP -  l   fp £ SP

1 I2(np-\)\p:n- n = 1,2,-
np—1   \

The inequality is sharp since (17) is sharp.

IV. Coefficient problems for 5. The theory of variation of schlicht functions

yields for 5 some of the results of §111.

Variational methods for schlicht functions have been extensively used in

studying coefficient extremal problems ; the facts used here may be found in papers

byM. Schiffer, A. C. Schaeffer, and D. C. Spencer [19]-[22], [24], [26].

Let fe 5. For e sufficiently small and z0eU the function /A,

z/Wfro)       _ /(*)/(zq)
z0f'(z0)2(z - z0)      zlf'(zQ)2

+ ft   Mu\    U   ))-) + «-^^^        I  +  CV).
/(z0)(/(z)-/(z0))y z0ñz-)2(r - zj

is again a member of 5 [24]. This is used to obtain a variational formula for

f(z")'lp= I,^Lo^1Plz,+vp, aïlp)= 1, where fes. Let k(z) represent that portion

of (19) which is in braces; then f\zp)llpeS and

f\zpfp = [f(zp) + sk(zp)+0(e2)]tlp

= /(zp)'/p + e-f(zp)tlp-1k(zp) + 0(e2),

where

/A(z)=/(z) + e{ei8(-
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— I f(zp)"p-1k(zp)

- • K - jz[f(zp)tlp]'f(z0) jf(zp)tlpf(z0)

z0f'(z0)2(zp-z0) z0f'(z0)2

£5)7

~f(zp)tlp + 1

+
/(z0)(/(zp)-   (z0

l_p+1
^zp+1[/(zp)'/p]'/(zo)

+ e-ie   1-

Zo/'(z2)(l-z0

Comparing coefficients we have the formula

_

- z0zp) '

at + np    — "r + np     +   £    \e

(20)

_   J_ J_o«/P>   /    1      \1
■   p f(z0)  *'+»p \f(z0)}\

+ e
-te    /(zo)

,2/v/„  \2   v
z&f(zo)

since

/(zp),/p

Z   (v4-//p)a(%pp)z"0-vj + O(£2),

l-ih)Kzt)
-    Zo   («<'# +    5<<+/pp (-^jj Z< + ",

lz[/(zp)""]'
I (t + vp)^'-' s

zp — z0 z   p  v=0 v=0   z¿¡

zp + 1[/(zp)'/p]'       ,    ,    .

Z (i + vp)«z'+" I   z0V.
1-Z0ZP Z0    P   v=0 VP v = i

We shall use (20) to investigate the problem of maximizing| a, (+"np)| for functions

/e5.
It may be assumed that a(/|p)p is real and positive because if

/(zp)'/p = z'+-+ei9|a^/pp|z'+'"'+-

then eminpf(e-u>lnzp)llpe 5 and

[eie",pf(e-ieinzp)llp]'= z'+ ... + I a¡'lpl I z'+np + - .
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Hence, without loss of generality, we may consider the problem of finding

max Re{a['+/Pp} instead of finding max | a\'iPnp \ since max | a\%pn\ | =max Re {afl'fy.

Suppose the function fe S has Re{at(+Pp} maximal, i.e.,/is extremal for al%p),

then for any function /A(zp)'/p =f(z")tlp+ ek(zp) + 0(s2) we have,

Re{anpn?-a«*} z%0.

Since (from (20))

Rpr„(i/p)A _ nWp)\
Re|a(+np   — at+npi

H^otH-
1  (v+tlp)aWP+  S

zo

+   Z   (v + tlp)a«lp}pzl-*)
v = 0 /

-7 7T^si""{7ik>)}} + 0^

where we have conjugated the term in (20) which has e  'e as a factor, and 9 is

arbitrary, we have that / satisfies the differential equation

± zT(z)2    (,„> / _J_ \
P    f(z)2      t+npl  /(z)   j

= naWp + "Z   (V + t¡¿}?™*- + "l(v + i/p)«z-
v=0 z v=0

= Q(z)

if it is extremal for a(t'lPl.

Now iff is extremal for a%„\, then it maps U onto a domain D which covers

the entire w-plane except for analytic slits and maps | z | = 1 onto these slits [21].

At the tips of the slits/'(z) has a zero of at least first order. Thus/'(z) has at

least one zero on the unit circle, and since

t   z2f'(z)

P    f(z) 2 «S(/T))=ew'

Q(z) has at least one zero on the unit circle.

We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section and, to be.sure,

of the paper.

Theorem 4.1  (cf. Theorem 3.8).   Iffe S,p,t> 0, p, t integral, then we have

the sharp inequality

(22) \««<U^(2tlnP)

for all n such that p(n — 1) — t ^ 0.
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Proof. By the forgoing discussion, iff is extermal for a_((+'^p)(i.e., Re{a(_,+Pp}

is maximum for/), then there is a zero z0 of Q(z) on the unit circle. Thus

ß(z0) =   naí-t%'l + Ï   {y-tlp}_a~-t^p  +   Z1 (v-t/p)«?>zS-

= 0,
v=0 zo v=0

SO

and

(23)

na (-i/p)
■t+np 2Re("l(7-')°<-7i'M

B-l

n|a<_7ipp|   g 2   Z

the theorem

|«P)|=2

t ,(-</p) I
*-t + vp | ■

We proceed to prove the theorem by finite induction. For n = 1 we have

t

P

Suppose that n — Í <t/ p and assume that, for v = 1,2, —, n — 1,

(*/')

Then

\wm{2":)-

»l»'-.ïSI s 2[7+(j-')l«-»'i.'l + - + (Jr-("-1))l»'-".i«-'>l]

-»[^(i-«)r/')+-+(7.-HCiï)]

id therefore

If n — 1 = i/p, again making the inductive assumption, we have

„K-Ä|S2[i-    (2. _,)(»/*)..:. +(*_/>)]

(n-1) A«-l)\
n      I n-1j

("-!)     [2(n-l)]¡ /2i/p\

n      (n-1)! (n-1)!       \ n  )
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These inequalities are sharp as is shown by

Remark 4.1. Every function fp in 5P may be expressed as/p(z) =/(zp)1/p, fe 5,

and every function /peEp may be expressed as fp(z) =/p(l/z)_1, fp eSp.

Also if/e5, then/(zp)1/pe5p, and if/pe5p, then/p(l/z)_1eEp. Hence (4) and

(6) of § II hold for 5P and Ep 1. Thus, as in § III, we have the following theorems.

Corollary 4.1. IffpeSp and t>0, then we have the sharp inequality

(24) l*(-<^(2?)

for all n such that p(n — 1) — f i= 0.

Proof. This restatement of Theorem 4.1 follows from Remark 4.1.

Theorem 4.2. If(bpeS~1, <t>p(w) = 27i°=0ovp+1 wvp+1, then we have the sharp

inequality

, , 1       /2(np+l)/p\

Proof. See the proof of Theorem 3.8.

Corollary 4.2 (cf. Theorem 3.3).   If tpeS'1,   then   we   have the sharp

inequality

Theorem 4.3. If$pe Zj1, pè 1, í,(w) = w + L„a>=iS-i+„pW"1+np, inen we

/lare the sharp inequality

,, ,1       (2(np-l)lp\

Proof. See the proof of Theorem 3.10.

Theorem 4.4 (c.f Theorem 3.4). Ifcfie Z_1, then

|«o|S2,

and inese inequalities are sharp.
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Proof. The first inequality follows from Theorem 4.3. To see that | b01 z%¡ 2

consider (3) :

/'(z)
Z    btfz-'-1   =

f(z)

By (6)

1
= — + a2 +

\b0\   ^ max  l^-^l
QeS-i

= max|a2|
feS

= 2.

Finally, the Theorem of Prawitz (Theorem 3.6) is valid for 5 and thus Corollaries

3.1 and 3.2 are also valid for feS.

V. Concluding remarks. Consider the set of functions

5*' = {/:/e5*;|fl(_7)| = K-')|, v = l,-,r-l}.

If fe S*' , then, for p = 1, equation (16) becomes, for n > 2f,

n2\ai-[\\   Ú 4t2   + 4t"Z   (i-v)|a<7>v|2
V = 1

^ At2.

Therefore

K-'IS.-TT'  «-' + ».•■•.

This inequality is sharp :

/ z \"'        J_ It     „
\(l+z" + 1)2/("+'>J       ~ z'   + n + t  Z   +  '" '

This, along with equation (13) and the fact that (z/(l 4- z)2)-' is an extremal

function, leads us to conjecture that if/e 5* then for t > 0

and

K-'lá (¿m). »-i,-.<

Wls^. —+«.
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Equation (13) and (24) and the extremal function (z/(l + z)2)   ' lead us to

conjecture that if fe S then for / > 0

K" I s (,?„)• » = '■-.'■
but Garabedian and Schiffer [5] have shown that if/eE then \ä3 | ^ l/2 + e~6

is sharp and so we cannot make any general conjecture about the bounds for

|a<-°|,   n = t + l,-.
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